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Greetings!�

Now that we are in 2021, hopefully, we  can look 

forward to a year where the fear of getting Covid comes 

to an end! We’ve all waited a long time and have 

sacrificed a lot. It will be wonderful to experience the 

pleasures we have gone without for almost an entire 

year! I think we are all guilty of taking for granted the 

normalcy of our everyday life before Covid. Just thinking of  going to a 

movie, out to eat, family gatherings, traveling, going on vacations; there 

isn’t an end to this list of things we can look forward to if we can just 

hang on a little while longer!�

Westland historically, has been known for supporting its seniors. For 

over 50 years, our city has prioritized our seniors and have continually 

worked to improve programs. During the time since Covid began, we 

have researched and studied how to make the Friendship Center as safe 

as possible in the midst of this new pathogen and others. So, the 

Pathogen Mitigation Project began. Masks, hand sanitizer, a kiosk and 

tracking were implemented and 15 programs were active from July 

through November. In addition, the Friendship Center now has upper 

room germicidal ultraviolet light fixtures. These fixtures creates a UV�C 

energy section to irradiate and inactivate airborne pathogens as they 

circulate, rendering them incapable of infecting. Installed as well, is a 

new hospital grade HVAC system.  We are working as hard as we can to 

be able to provide our seniors with vaccines, and that won’t stop. My 

office has been exploring every avenue possible  in an attempt to bring 

vaccines to our seniors amid many distribution and availability concerns. 

While the situation is in constant flux, we will continue to work to 

provide the best possible for our seniors.  Please know that any updates 

will be on the city website (www.cityofwestland.com) and on WLND 

our city’s cable station. We are in the final stretch so stay safe�there is 

a light at the end of the tunnel!  Warmest Regards to you and your 

families.  �  Mayor William R. Wild�

PHONE: 734�722�7632�

�

734�722�7628�

NEW HOURS:�

Temporary Schedule�

Monday � Friday� 9:00am−5:00pm�

�

�

DIRECTOR: �

Barbara Schimmel Marcum�

bmarcum@cityofwestland.com�

For updated information visit�

www.cityofwestland.com�

and click on Senior Resources �
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Avoiding Shingle Outbreaks�

Members of our community are stricken with an outbreak of the Shingles virus every year un-

necessarily.  The Shingle virus lays dormant in people that have had Chicken pox.  Just like 

Chicken Pox, there is also a safe vaccine for Shingles. If you have ever talked to anyone who 

has had a Shingle outbreak, they would describe the experience as miserable.  Shingles are an 

inflammation of nerve endings. Nerve endings are very sensitive and this can be very painful. 

Shingles are more common in older adults and in people who have weakened immune systems.  �

What happens and what do people feel like when they get Shingles?�

The following are Shingles symptoms:�

�� Pain�

�� Itching

�

�� Numbness or Tingling

�

�� Burning

�

�� Sensitivity to touch

�

�� A red rash that begins a few days after the pain develops

�

�� Fluid filled blisters that break open and crust over�

�� Some people experience a fever, headache, fatigue, and sensitivity to light�

Pain is normally the first symptom; a few people get the pain but the rash never appears�they 

still have Shingles. The rash can be anywhere on the body but most often appears as a stripe of 

blisters on either the left or right side of the torso, but in some people, the rash occurs around 

one eye or on one side of the neck or face. Sometimes, the pain is intense. It can cause those 

affected to stay home�resulting in decreased social interactions, they miss time at work,

  

and 

can experience a significant decline in their quality of life.  �

So, should you see a doctor? Yes. Even if you just suspect it is Shingles; but especially if the 

pain and rash occur near an eye. If left untreated, this infection could lead to permanent eye 

damage. If you're 60 or older, your risk from Shingles complications increases. If you have a 

weakened immune system (due to cancer, medications or chronic illness) or if the rash is wide-

spread and very painful�see the doctor. People looking to receive the Shingles vaccine will 

get Shingrix now; as of 2020 Zostavax is no longer used in the U.S., Shingrix is better.   

�

The good news is that you can prevent a Shingles outbreak. Most insurances cover the Shingles 

vaccine 100%.  You can call your local pharmacy to inquire about your insurance coverage be-

fore you even make an appointment to get a shot there. You can also visit your doctor’s office, 

if it’s not too challenging to get into your doctor with Covid still going on. Get the vaccine. 

You may be sorry if you don’t.�
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Eating seasonally will not only provide the freshest superfoods, but will also provide opti-

mal health benefits. Listed on pages 3 and 4 are tips for eating well for winter and spring. 

The summer newsletter will include foods superfoods for summer and fall. In addition, 

make sure to visit the local Farmer’s Markets seasonally to support local business and lo-

cal food sources.                                           Winter�

1. Cruciferous Vegetables�Cruciferous vegetables are a group that is comprised of cabbage, brussel 

sprouts, collard greens, and broccoli. These vegetables are all considered sulfuric which helps regulate 

inflammation and keeps your detox pathways highly functioning. The many other nutrients abundant 

in these vegetables can also aid in enhancing heart health, fighting cancer, rebalancing blood sugar, 

and support the immune system.�

2. Citrus Fruits (Grapefruit, Oranges & Clementines) � Citrus fruits come in many different va-

rieties, all of which are based on 3 species of the mandarin, pomelo, and citron. All other citrus fruits 

are derivatives and by�products of these three, even the common lemon or navel orange. Citrus fruits 

are normally available all year and produce the best taste and most juice in colder weather climates. 

Citrus fruit offers Vitamin C, folate, antioxidants, and potassium. They also help the body protect from 

cancer,  and cardiovascular disease and as well, support the immune system.�

 3. Winter Squash�Butternut, pumpkin, spaghetti , and acorn are all winter squashes which have 

large  amounts of carotenoids, Vitamin C, Vitamin B6, fiber, magnesium and potassium and help with 

heart health, diabetes, and cancer.�

4. Leeks�Leeks are part of the Allium family which also include onions, garlic, and chives. Though 

in season from early fall to late spring, leeks’ freshness peaks in January. Leeks offer many vitamins 

including vitamin K, A & C as well as folate and iron.  Known to improve gut and heart health, boosts 

metabolism, and protection against cancer are all benefits that can arise by adding leeks to your diet 

regularly.�

5. Kiwi� Kiwifruits are packed with nutr ients, vitamins, and minerals and provide many health 

benefits. There is actually more vitamin C in one kiwi than in one orange, helping skin and respiratory 

health along with a boosted immune system. Kiwi also aid in healthy digestion and can improve vision 

and eye health if eaten regularly. Just one Kiwi offers over the daily value of Vitamin C and about half 

of the daily value of vitamin K. Kiwi tastes very much like a green grape, juicy, tart and firm.�

6. Pears�There are many different types of pears all with their own specific range of when they are in 

season, though most are in season through the winter. Pears offer high levels of vitamin C, antioxi-

dants, and fiber. Pears promote heart health, and protect against weight gain and obesity.�

7. Rutabaga�Rutabaga are a bigger, more nutritious relative of turnips that are in season from October 

to March. This vegetable is also related to cruciferous vegetables, is high in Vitamin C, Potassium, and 

fiber. Due to the high fiber content, rutabaga help with digestion and can be used for help to relieve 

constipation. Rutabagas can also contribute to cancer prevention because of the antioxidant present, 

and can act as an immune booster. Can be eaten alone or added to soups and stews.�

8. Pomegranates�Pomegranates can help cardiovascular health by preventing arteries from thickening 

and hardening. This is a superfood that protects brain health and boosts memory from the antioxidants 

present. For those of you who find digging the edible seeds out, you can buy them in the refrigerated 

section of the grocery store called Pom�Poms.�

�

�
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Spring�

1. Artichokes �Peak season for artichokes is during the spring months but they are available all year 

long. Artichokes can be eaten many ways and offer health benefits like Vitamin C & K, Folate, magne-

sium, potassium, and fiber. Purchased them quartered, haves or wholes or artichoke hearts in cans.�

2. Asparagus�Asparagus is another vegetable that, while available all year long, peaks through the 

spring months. This vegetable is sulfur�rich, contains moderate amounts of potassium which can lower 

blood pressure, and provides over half of the recommended daily allowance for folic acid in just one 

5.3 ounce serving. Delicious steamed or roasted but do not over cook this one. Bright green is better.�

3. Grapefruit�While grapefruit are in season a large part of the year, get them while you can as 

springtime is the last leg. Starting in June, grapefruit will take a 4�month hiatus until they are back in 

season in October. Grapefruit is one of the lowest in sugar fruits while it offers a large amount vitamin 

C. It can help protect heart health and prevent cancer as well as aid in skin health and weight loss.�

4. Green Onions�Green onions, scallions, and spring onions, are all in peak season starting in spring. 

These onions are harvested before they have time to grow the onion bulb. Green onions are an extreme-

ly low�calorie vegetable but offer a large amount of vitamins A and K.�

5. Herbs�Most herbs can be found in stores and grown indoors all year long, but their natural life cy-

cle begins with growth in the springtime. Some warm weather herbs include basil, cilantro, oregano, 

parsley, rosemary, and sage. Each herb offers different health benefits and can be used in different 

ways. For example, basil is an antioxidant, immune booster, and pain reducer. Oregano can help de-

crease bloating, improve digestion, and provide antibacterial properties. You may not know this but we 

grow an herb garden at the center!�

6. Leafy Greens�Ever wonder why they call it “spring mix” at the grocery store?� Greens like spin-

ach, arugula, kale and romaine lettuce are in season starting in the spring and into the summer. These 

non�starchy vegetables boast nutrients like folate, B vitamins, and magnesium while feeding the 

healthy gut bacteria in your microbiome. Essential to a health diet. �

7. Strawberries�Depending on where at in the world they are grown, strawberries begin their peak sea-

son in spring or early summer. This lower sugar fruit supplies calcium, potassium, magnesium, phos-

phorus, folate, fiber, and vitamins A and C and can promote heart, brain, and eye health. If you have a 

sweet tooth an excellent snack or addition to most salads. �

With summer on the horizon, make sure to take advantage of our longest growing season! En-

joy trying new recipes, which will be included in the summer newsletter and look for tips on us-

ing herbs.  Below is a  easy recipe incorporating your super citrus fruits which will make drink-

ing your daily water requirement much easier and healthy too!�

1 gallon of water, 2 slices of red grapefruit, 2 slices of lemon,  2 slices of lime, 1 mini cucumber 

sliced, 1 teaspoon of chopped Ginger, couple sprigs of fresh mint.. Add all ingredients into wa-

ter, and refrigerate overnight. Strain if you want into a pitcher and you can refill and duplicate 

the recipe for the next day.  Try to get the whole gallon down each day. That’s only 64 ounces 

which is 8 glasses.  If you have a hard time with the amount, work yourself up to the 64 ounces 

which is recommended for every individual. This tasty recipe should make it easier but try to 

consume most of it earlier in the day to avoid frequent trips to the potty during the night.  �
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For Your Information�

Dash and Dine! On Thursday, February� 25

th

, American House (Joy Road) and American House 

(Hunter) is celebrating National Chili Day and offering complementary chili for members of the 

Friendship Center! The chili will be distributed from the American House bus, which will be in 

the Friendship Center parking lot on February 25, from 12:00noon until 2:00pm.  (Members � 

you will need to present your membership card). If you wish to participate you must sign up in 

advance by calling 734�454�9838. Sign up no later than Friday, February 19

th

! No worries about 

social distancing � remain in your vehicle! Thank you American House and Happy Chili Day! �

As you know, in the last edition, we did several pages on Identity Theft and Scams. Each week, 

we get notification of recent scams and want to pass it along to you. There are two scams you 

need to be aware of, the first being  Romantic Investment Scams. Let’s be honest, the age of 

social distancing can leave us feeling lonely. To make matters worse, bad guys are leveraging 

our loneliness for their scams. Romance related scams are growing more popular and more 

complex. In the latest romance related scam, bad guys use a dating app to find their target, build 

a relationship and establish trust. Once you trust them the scammer will share financial tips and 

invite you to an exclusive investment site which is actually a scam. Your new “friend” will guide 

your through opening an account, buying financial products and building your investments. 

Then, one day, all communication stops and you’re left wondering where that money has gone.�

Remember these tips!�

�� Romance scams aren’t exclusive to dating apps. The technique could easily be used on social 

media as well. Be skeptical of anyone who contacts you that you don’t know personally�

�� This attack exploits the loneliness of life during a pandemic. Don’t let the bad guy play with 

your emotions. Think before you CLICK�

�� Remember, if something sounds too good to be true�it’s probably a scam. Stop. Look. Think�

Advanced Look Alike Login Pages �You receive an e�mail with a link. The link takes you to a 

phony log in page with the name and logo of a legitimate website. Once you submit your 

username and password, the information is sent straight to the bad guys. Cybercriminals love to 

use these phony look alike login pages to steal your credentials and access sensitive information. 

Scammers have developed a special tool to automatically display your organization’s name and 

logo on the phony login page. They can even use this tool to populate your email address in the 

corresponding login field. This creates a false sense of security because many legitimate 

websites remember your username if you’ve logged in previously. While this is an advanced 

attack�you can still stay safe by practicing the tips below. �

�� NEVER click a link in an email you were not expecting�

�� Remember that any site, brand or service CAN BE SPOOFED�

�� When you’re asked to log in to an account or online service, navigate to the official website 

and log in. That way, you can ensure you’re logging in to the real site and not a phony look a 

like site.  Again...Stop. Look and THINK! Don’t be fooled �

 Don’t think scams cannot happen to you. I personally know of 4 people in my life, and more 

than that in our community who have fallen victim to scams. These people are active, 

knowledgeable and intelligent people; they are also caring and trusting. Don’t be fooled.    �
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Protecting Your Records in a Disaster�

If  there was a disaster and you had to flee your home in a hurry, you may have 

only seconds to decide what stays and what goes. Collecting, copying and saving 

your financial information could help you to recover faster and avoid problems. 

Most financial records can be replaced but you need your insurance information if 

your property is damaged, or if you or a family member needs medical care. 

Keeping records safe also helps you avoid trouble if questions arise later about 

your investments, taxes or benefits. Keep copies in a separate safe place.�

Keep Copies of Account Numbers.�

Personal Records should include copies of �

�� Driver’s License�

�� Passport�

�� Social Security Card�

�� Birth Certificates�

�� Marriage and Divorce Papers�

�� Home Titles and Deeds�

�� Car, Boat or RV registrations�

�� A  room by room inventory of your belongings�

Financial Records should include copies of:�

�� Insurance Policies�

�� Investment Records�

�� Income Tax Information�

�� Pay stubs and employer benefits records�

�� Wills, living wills, trusts, financial and medical powers of attorney�

If you keep financial records, passwords, family photos and videos on a computer, 

consider backing the information up to a secure cloud storage service or back up 

your data regularly and keep the backups somewhere safe. If the need ever aris-

es�you’ll be glad you did!  �
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�Best Foods for Moving Things Along :�)�

Let’s just  say that inactivity and eating highly processed foods can cause a small “backup 

problem”, which unfortunately happens more frequently as you age. The type and severity of 

symptoms can vary from person to person. Some people experience difficulty only rarely, 

while for others it’s a chronic condition.  Constipation has a variety of causes but is often the 

result of slow movement of food through the digestive system. This may be due to dehydra-

tion, poor diet, medications, illness, and other causes. The following is a list of foods that can 

help relieve the problem and keep you regular. �

Prunes: also known as dr ied plums have a high amount of fiber  and is widely used as a 

natural remedy for constipation. Eating 100 grams of prunes per day can significantly im-

prove the problem. Also making the list are kiwi and figs. �

Apples: are r ich in fiber .  One medium sized apple with the skin on contains 4.4 grams of fiber  which is 

17% of the recommended daily dose. Granny smith apples have a particularly high fiber content.�

Pears: are another  high fiber  fruit, with about 5.5 grams of fiber  in a medium size pear  resulting in 

22% of the recommended daily fiber. �

Citrus fruits: oranges, grapefruit and mandar ins are a good source of fiber  and are very refreshing.  All 

of these citrus fruits contain approximately 10% of your daily fiber needs.�

Spinach and other greens: greens such as spinach, Brussel sprouts and broccoli are not only r ich in fi-

ber but also great sources of vitamin C, K and folate.  These greens help add bulk and weight which makes it 

easier to pass through the gut. One cup of cooked veggies is approximately 17% of the recommended daily 

intake.�

Rhubarb: contains a compound known as Senna which is a popular  herbal laxative.  Also 1 cup of rhu-

barb contains 2.2 grams of fiber which is 9% of daily intake.�

Sweet Potato: contains about 4 grams of fiber  or  15%  of your  daily intake., and lots of vitamins!�

Beans, Peas and Lentils: also known as pulses are one of the cheapest most fiber  packed food groups 

you can include in your diet.  1 cup of cooked beans contain 19.1 grams of fiber which is almost 80% of rec-

ommended intake!!�

Chia Seeds: are one of the most fiber �dense foods available.  Just 1 tablespoon contains 10.6 grams of fiber, 

meeting 42% of your daily needs.�

Flaxseeds: have been used for  centur ies as a traditional remedy for  constipation because they have nat-

ural laxative effects.  They have numerous health benefits and are also rich in fiber.  1 tablespoon equals 3 

grams or 11% of daily fiber.�

Whole�grain Rye Bread: research has found whole�grain rye bread to be more effective at relieving consti-

pation than regular wheat bread or laxatives.  2 slices equal 15% of daily requirements for fiber.�

For those with issues such as diverticulitis and IBS, check with your doctor. Very important�Drink WATER. 

As you add more fiber you will need to increase water and also activity, not doing so may actually increase 

your problem!  Make changes moderately. Changes can cause embarrassment  (gas�lots of gas) and some-

times can be painful.  Add high fiber items to see how your body reacts to different foods.�
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REMINDER! You will need REAL ID to fly in the U.S. starting THIS YEAR!�

REAL ID can be any of the following:�

�� Your driver’s license or state ID card only if it includes the REAL ID star�

�� Your Enhanced Driver’s License or Enhanced State ID Card (with or without the REAL 

ID star)�

�� A valid U.S. passport or passport card or other document listed at TSA,gov�

�

How will REAL ID effect you?�

Beginning Oct 1st, 2021, you must have a REAL ID compliant document to board domestic 

flights and enter certain federal facilities, nuclear power plants and U.S. military bases. RE-

AL ID IS A FEDERAL LAW PASSED AFTER 9/11. �

�� To apply for a REAL ID driver’s license or state ID card, bring the following to any Sec-

retary of State office�

�� Your certified birth certificate, with a raised seal or stamp issued by a governmental agen-

cy, your valid, unexpired U.S. passport; or an approved citizenship or legal presence doc-

ument. (Faxes and photocopied won’t be accepted)�

�� If your name differs from what is on your birth certificate bring certified documents for 

every time your name has changed, such as marriage licenses or court orders. �

�� There is no additional fee for a standard REAL ID if you apply when renewing your li-

cense or ID card. If you apply for REAL ID at any other time, a duplicate card fee will be 

due.�

�� There is an additional fee for an enhanced licenses or ID. �

Beginning Oct. 1 2021 with a standard ID without a star you cannot fly in the U.S., and you 

cannot re�enter the U.S. by land or sea from Canada, Mexico, Bermuda or the Caribbean, but 

you may use it as identification, cash a check, purchase alcohol, tobacco, age�related prod-

ucts, and rent a vehicle. �

With a standard license and ID with a star, you can fly, and but you cannot re�enter, U.S. by 

land or sea from Canada, Mexico, Bermuda or the  or enhanced license and ID with or with-

out a star. You may ender federal facilities, nuclear power plants and U.S. military bases, use 

as identification, cash a check, purchase alcohol, tobacco, age�related products and rent a ve-

hicle. ENHANSED license and ID WITH or WITHOUT a star you may do all of the above. 

Again,  please read the above highlighted area to know what you need to bring to avoid hav-

ing to return to provide information or documents. �
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From the Director�

Hello Everyone! I hope all of you are well! I am sure you have been wondering what’s going on 

at the Friendship Center. Well, here’s where we are. �

The Mayor has been working non�stop on trying to secure vaccines for Westland seniors and resi-

dents, but let’s go back a bit. Having a conversation with Mayor Wild in June, prompted the open-

ing of the center the first week in July�even if we only were able to offer  15 programs based on 

guidelines we were given at the time. There were no other senior centers open or even looking at 

doing so. From the time of our first conversation in June, Mayor Wild worked on providing what 

we needed to keep seniors safe for a partial opening in July. Hand�sanitizer, masks, gloves, ther-

mometers (later a kiosk to take temperatures), decals for the floor for social distancing and Lysol 

spray and bleach. We went over the entrance and exit procedures and developed tracking for each 

class to be kept in a weekly file.  We did outreach, Meals on Wheels and a food program on Fri-

days. We answered phones and questions to the best of our ability. Identifying the decline both 

mentally and physically due to isolation, fear and stress that was occurring we felt is was abso-

lutely necessary to operate for 18 weeks in summer and fall doing 15 selected programs. Those 

who participated were elated and said they felt so much better! In addition then, even our partial 

program was forced to close; the governor said the numbers were too high. We have been closed 

since mid�November. It is important that we get the Friendship Center open and back to the pro-

grams that so many rely on for socialization, recreation, fitness, nutrition and education. �

We plan to start with the partial program Monday, March 1st that we did over the summer and fall 

(due to on�going social distancing requirements). The mayor has done what no other mayor that I 

know of, has done; all to provide a safer environment for seniors (see cover).  A, B, and C halls 

still have to be combined into one. As our seniors all begin to have access to vaccines, we can 

look at separating the halls again. Halls D and E are up in the air. If we are able to do vaccines we 

can use D and E. The faster seniors get vaccinated the faster we can fully return to pre�Covid pro-

gramming; that is the goal. Meals on Wheels is still delivering frozen boxes of 5 meals every 

Monday. As of today, there is no date when hot meals will be served again. As the vaccines be-

come readily available, we can make a decision when to begin the other programs such as cards, 

Bunco, etc. AARP is NOT doing taxes at the Friendship Center at all this year. Many of the 

AARP volunteers are in their 70’s and 80’s . They did not get certified by the IRS this year be-

cause they could not do the training in the fall that is required. Some people who called were actu-

ally indignant that there’s no free tax program. I hope those who take advantage of the AARP tax 

program appreciate it more in the future.  AARP volunteers are not paid, and this program is not 

an entitlement�it is a privilege. I hope many things are more appreciated, having gone without  

for a year. Those who have been patient, courteous, generous, understanding and kind have been  

the winners. It sure is a pleasure to realize how wonderful most people really can be in a bad situ-

ation. I am as anxious to get things back to normal as you are. We’re working on it! For those 

who have computers please keep up with the latest information at the city’s website 

www.cityofwestland.com or follow WLND, the city’s cable station. I know plans and information 

are sketchy at best right now, but moving forward and getting back to normal is the priority.  

Please give us a call with any questions (734�722�7632). People are optimistic…seniors are send-

ing in their memberships for 2021…light at the end of the tunnel!  Barbara Marcum ��
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Commit to a Healthier 2021 �

Obesity is a growing national problem in both young and old alike. It continues to be-

come more of a problem each year, and more children than ever are starting to show signs of 

future obesity due to technology and more sedentary activities.  Many hours sitting and watch-

ing TV, playing video games, popular apps like Candy Crush, more time on the computer, or 

using your smart phone can be detrimental to your health. Obesity can cause a multitude of 

problems in all ages. We are seeing more diabetes in young people�a bad sign for their fu-

ture. In addition, as people age older adults experience Type II diabetes, gastrointestinal altera-

tions, impaired mobility, stress on joints (knees, ankles, hips, etc.) decreased vision and hear-

ing with age, high blood pressure, and insulin resistance. The more weight people gain, the 

more difficult it is to get around. The harder to get around, the more sedentary they become, 

and the cycle continues.  �

To identify whether you are obese, your doctor can measure your weight and height 

first. Then, they will calculate Body mass index (BMI): measure of body fat based on height 

and weight. Obesity is related to numerous poor health outcomes, including frailty, disability, 

weakness, and chronic diseases. It can greatly reduce quality of life. How to fix this problem? 

Start small where you are. If goals are too lofty people have a hard time sticking to them.  

There are two ways to tackle the issue. Increasing physical activity and sticking to nutritional 

foods. For example, commit to eating three times a day. No snacks. If you need snacks, be 

sure to have a variety of vegetables cleaned and cut up and fresh lower sugar fruits. Start by 

making a list for the grocery store. Do not shop when you’re hungry! Shopping after a meal 

cuts down on what you put into your cart and cuts cravings. Don’t buy what you don’t want to 

eat�if it’s in the house, you will find it. Cut out as much processed sugar as possible. Soft 

drinks for example are loaded. Drinking 8 glasses of water per day will help and keep you hy-

drated. Every function and organ in your body requires water to function. Now, the activity. 

Limit time on the computer, cell phone and TV. Physical activity greatly improves the health 

of older adults, and can improve balance, flexibility and endurance. Staring with where you 

are now, tailoring the type, intensity, frequency, and duration of exercises. Taking advantage of 

programs at your local center can help making changes to your health and it’s fun to socialize 

and have others to share your improving your health journey.  Strength training, yoga, cardio, 

and dance can make exercise FUN! If you don’t enjoy it�you’ll never stick with it. Select a 

class that sounds good and give it a try. What have you got to lose?  Try making your own 

beverages. An once of juice on ice filled with club soda with a slice of lemon or lime adds va-

riety and are way less in sugar than soft drinks. You might even try meatless meals a couple of 

times a week. Cantaloupe, berries, nuts and raw vegetables are great snacks if you’re hungry 

between meals.  Carbs need to be limited as they can easily pack on the extra pounds. Work on 

portion control, it really helps.  It’s hard to break old habits, so try it...a little at a time. �
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Sent in by Dawn Corey��

A wedding dress. You try on what seems like hundreds of dresses just to find the perfect dress 

for the perfect day with the perfect guy. A wedding dress is something that a girl dreams about 

for many years.�

A burial gown. Something you never dream you’ll have to think about, especially for your baby 

daughter. Something that is impossible to think about when you find yourself in such an unex-

pected, unfortunate, tragic situation. �

Enter a little organization known as Angels Above Baby Gowns. Burial gowns made from old 

wedding dresses for babies gone too soon. Before we could even think about arrangements for 

our little girl, let alone what she would wear, our package was in the mail on it’s way to us. A 

beautiful gown that made our girl look even more like a beautiful little angel. It even included a 

set of bracelets, one for her and one for me that I can wear every time I need to feel a little bit 

closer to her. �

Nothing can ever prepare you to walk into the funeral home and see your child lying in a casket. 

Nothing can prepare you for that final goodbye. You never know what a difference such a small 

detail can make on such a horrible day. �

I was fortunate enough to wear my beautiful dress not only on my wedding day, but again on our 

first anniversary for a special photo shoot. A year ago, I decided that although I love my dress an 

incredible amount, it can serve a much bigger purpose than just hanging in my closet. So this 

year, for our fifth anniversary, I put it on one last time for another special photo shoot. Within 

the next couple of days I will drop it off, along with my mother’s dress to Angels Above to be 

turned into beautiful burial gowns for angel babies. I hope that it can mean as much to another 

grieving parent as ours did to me. �

Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for this thoughtful and heartfelt gift!�

Caitlin Yager �

From the Director,�

Angels Above meets at the Friendship Center every week. There are many touching stories they 

have to tell�this is only one. They are dedicated volunteers that take  the gently used wedding 

dresses and make them into burial gowns for babies that don’t make it. At a time such as that, a 

family doesn’t know where to turn. The grief is overwhelming�their new baby gone. How do 

you even think about what you will bury your little loved one in? Angels Above is a group with 

a higher calling. They are working each week to make sure that a family has one less thing to 

think about when a little soul departs. �

Have you ever looked at the dress you wore for that special day; the dress that hangs in the clos-

et or is packaged away in a special box never to be worn by you again? You don’t want to dis-

card it, it has so many special memories, but you know you won’t use it again. You can donate 

your dress to the Friendship Center’s Angels Above Baby Gowns. Dawn Corey founded this 

group, and when Covid hit Down decided it was time the group diverted to another  needed pro-

ject; they made masks, face shields and they made them by the thousands. They donated hun-

dreds of washable masks to seniors all over Westland and Wayne.  New volunteers are welcome 

to join them! When the center opens its doors again, they will be ready to get back to work! �
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Q: Trying to do things like renew a driver’s license, or schedule a Covid test for those of us who 

don’t have a computer has been a nightmare during the past year. There are lots of seniors who 

don’t know how to use a computer, or don’t have a computer. Computers are expensive and most 

of us are on a fixed income. Some people are in their 70’s 80’s and 90’s and have survived for 

decades without one and don’t really want one. What are we to do?�

A: That is certainly a dilemma, and quite frankly, understandable. There are disadvantages to 

having a computer. Those with a computer are more likely to experience identity fraud�

especially those that choose to do banking and managing a financial portfolio from home or 

those with e�mail who don’t understand how much trouble they can cause themselves by clicking 

on the wrong e�mail. There are also scams to watch for (see page 5 for some prime examples). 

There are also risks involved in dating sites and social media�communicating with people you 

don’t know personally, but may communicate often and you think you are “friends” ( you RE-

ALLY don’t know them, you only know what they say) People do some not so smart things post-

ing to “friends” for example letting people know they are going on vacation. The secret word for 

the house will be empty and no one home for burglars. So, there are lots of people who avoid us-

ing a computer for lots of good reasons.  For those born when computers were already part of 

main stream America�they don’t understand how anyone can be without. For those who were 

born when there were no cell phones, computers� only calculators; everything was done by 

hand and the phone was not mobile  � they are not attached at all to those devices. They never de-

veloped that need for instantaneous. If you didn’t get someone on the phone�you’d call back 

later and eventually get a hold of them. The thought of texting does not appeal to some genera-

tions who definitely prefer real conversations and may outright rebel to texting and using a com-

puter or smart phone. I get it. I am definitely not attached to my phone. But there is the flip side 

of that coin.    �

During Covid when people were isolated, those who could face time, felt less lonely. They were 

able to see friends and family face to face over the computer and not be in danger of getting 

Covid or giving Covid to a loved one. Especially an older loved one. Those who had computers 

or smart phones could Zoom, take advantage of TeleHealth, order take out from a favorite eat-

ing establishment, order groceries for delivery or to pick up, make appointments on a registry 

for Covid Testing, flu shots, etc. The fact of the matter is...and with some sadness I must say, 

technology is advancing with or without you. Yes, smart phones and computers can be expen-

sive. FIXING computers when you mess them up can be expensive. Technology changes so 

quickly that the latest today only gives way to the latest tomorrow. Technology may not be your 

thing; it really isn’t mine�BUT you must be able muddle through it somehow. If you have 

someone in your family who can do all this for you�okay. You’re lucky. If you understand 

you’re on your own in a changing world you DO have two choices. Put your head in the sand 

and let the world go by, or face your fears and reservations by inquiring where you can learn 

the basics. From that little bitty foundation of knowledge, you may be able to work up to being 

proficient  in the world of technology.�

Olivia’s Opinion 
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Eileen Frazier to place an ad today! 
efrazier@lpiseniors.com or (800) 477-4574 x6309 

AMANDA GLEASON
Senior Real Estate Specialist

(313) 806-8565
Email: Gleason@RealEstateOne.com

Web: www.Gleason.RealEstateOne.com
(734) 284-5400

Never feel lost when you buy or sell with GPS
(Gleason Professional Services)

Your map to HOME

NANKIN TRANSIT 
COMMISSION

Serving the transportation needs of seniors 55
and older and the disabled for the cities of Wayne,

Westland, Inkster, Canton Twp. and Garden City since 1976.
To schedule a ride please call (734) 729-2710 or

Visit our website at www.nankintransit.com

6245 Inkster Rd. Garden City, MI 48135
734-458-3300 gch.org

Nationally Recognized. Locally Preferred

Ciena Healthcare is proud to announce the opening of their newest 
skilled nursing and rehabilitation center, Regency at Westland.
Our licensed and certified team of professionals provide
person-centered care in a comfortable setting.

Skilled Services and Amenities

 • 24-Hour Nursing Care  • Private and Semi-Private Rooms
 • Comprehensive Rehabilitation  • Full Service Salon
 • Physical Therapy  • Happy Hour
 • Occupational Therapy  • Personal Telephones 
 • Speech Language Pathology  • with Private Numbers
 • Wound Care/Wound VAC • Personal Televisions
 • Intravenous (IV) Therapy • Wireless Internet
 • Infectious Disease Management • Transportation
 • Social Services/Discharge Planning  to Appointments 

2209 NORTH NEWBURGH ROAD, WESTLAND, MICHIGAN 48185
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL: 734-902-8300 and 734-902-8304
WWW.CIENAHEALTHCARE.COM

A

Community

Wayne Tower
Quality Housing for Seniors 55 
and Over at an Affordable Price!

35200 Sims Street
Wayne, MI 48184

Call: (734) 721-0660
www.nationalchurchresidences.org
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Low-income apartments
 for Seniors 62 and older

A Community Designed for Independent-Living Seniors who
 Desire the Security and Conveniences of Community Living.

 we offer:
  Utilities Included In Rent  Free Laundry Rooms
  Fitness Center  Craft Instructor
  Computer Lab  Lunch Program
  Library  Onsite Beautician

36500 Marquette St., Westland, MI 48185 | 734.326.0700

Newly Remodeled
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We Are
COMFORT KEEPERS
 Keeping Seniors
 Safe and
 Independent in
 Their Own Homes.

734-397-1111
www.plymouth-404.comfortkeepers.com

Senior Living Apartments
32001 Cherry Hill Road • Westland, Michigan

On Cherry Hill west of Merriman.
Daily Tours available

734-728-5222
Pet Friendly • Chapel • Fitness Classes• Great Food •Worship Services •Library • Personal Care Services 
Transportation to Grocery Stores, Banking and Local Shopping Centers •Assisted Living & Memory Care

Rose’s Tender Home Care &
Aiello Adult Foster Care

 Enabling Independent
 Living & Quality of Life
Personal/Incontinence Care ♥ Homemaker Care

Respite Care • Exercise ♥ Meds ♥ Vital Signs
Monitoring

Rosalia Aiello ~ 734-680-4216
rosestenderhomecare@gmail.com

https://www.aielloadultfostercare.com
Bonded & Insured

independent senior living at its finest.
34601 Elmwood • Westland, MI

WesthavenLeasing@TAMCmail.com 
www.HavenManors.com

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts 
Designed for Seniors 62+

Movie Theater
Active Fitness Center

Art Studio
Card & Games Gallery

Billiards Parlor
Library

Barber / Beauty Salon

Social Director
(like on a cruise ship!)


